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Motivation
• Safety
– UAVs in commercial
airspace
– Autonomous vehicles &
human-driven cars

• Human involvement
– Safety is critical and
fundamental

• Physical limitation
– To avoid states that lead
to unavoidable collision
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Motivation
• Synthesize plan from task
specifications
–
–
–
–

Agriculture monitor
Security and surveillance
Search and rescue
Disaster relief / Emergency
communications

• Perform task in an optimal
manner with given time
constraints and other
specs
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Motivation: Human-Robot
Collaboration and Safety
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Motivations: Learning Tasks,
Changing Environments



Teach through demonstrations




Easy training, hard to generalize to new constraints

Program planning techniques


Generalize to constraints, manually design objectives
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Composable Autonomy V&V
Proposed Novel Approach
• Formal models of tasks and missions combining

spatial and temporal tolerances (both deterministic
and stochastic)
• Contract-based design methodology for
composability
• Self-monitoring and self-learning and selfadjustment for correct autonomous execution of
tasks
• Integrate formal models, associated modelchecking and contract-based design with the
rigorous model-based systems engineering
methodology and framework developed by Baras
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A Rigorous Framework for
Model-based Systems Engineering
The Challenge & Need:
Develop scalable holistic methods, models and tools for
enterprise level system engineering
Multi-domain Model Integration
via System Architecture Model (SysML)

“ Master System Model”

Update System
Model
ILOG SOLVER,
CPLEX, CONSOLOPTCAD

System Modeling Transformations

Tradeoff parameters

•
•
•
•

ADD & INTEGRATE
DB of system
Multiple domain modeling tools
components
Tradeoff Tools (MCO & CP)
and models
Validation / Verification Tools
Databases and Libraries of annotated
component models from all disciplines

BENEFITS
• Broader Exploration
of the design space
• Modularity, re-use
• Increased flexibility,
adaptability, agility
• Engineering tools
allowing conceptual
design, leading to full
product models and
easy modifications
• Automated
validation/verification
APPLICATIONS
• Avionics
• Automotive
• Robotics
• Smart Buildings
• Power Grid
• Health care
• Telecomm and WSN
• Smart PDAs
• Smart Manufacturing
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Requirements Engineering
• How to represent requirements?
• Automata, Timed-Automata, Timed Petri-Nets
• Dependence-Influence graphs for traceability
• Set-valued systems, reachability, … for the continuous parts

• How to automatically allocate requirements to
components?
• How to automatically check requirements?
• Approach: Integrate contract-based design, model-checking,
automatic theorem proving

• How to integrate automatic and experimental verification?
• How to do V&V at various granularities and progressively
as the design proceeds – not at the end?
• The front-end challenge: Make it easy to the broad
engineering user?
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MBSE and the need for
Contract Based Design
• The state-of-the-art Model Based Systems
Engineering (MBSE) framework allows multidomain model integration via SysML, trade-off
analysis and verification/validation tools in for the
development of complex systems.
• However, the current iteration of SysML does not
permit the formalization of requirements which can
then be tied together to model driven engineering
to enable Correct-by-Construction designs.
• On the other hand, compositional approaches such
as contract based design offer a comprehensive
framework for early requirement validation with
tight safety, reliability and performance guarantees
and for scalable, system-level design space
exploration under a set of heterogenous
constraints.
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Autonomy V&V: Spatial and
Temporal Tolerances

Autonomy V&V: Spatial and Temporal Tolerances
– Reachable set based verification
– Control synthesis using optimization
– Mixed integer optimization based method
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Collision Avoidance of Two UAVs
with Time Varying Control Tubes
 We seek a control set update rule
design for ego aircraft in a noncollaborative setting
 Guarantee collision avoidance with reachable tube
of the intruder aircraft
 The control constraint set should be time varying
 Collision avoidance at every time instance

Intruder
t=τ-1

Ego
aircraft

t= τ
t=τ-2

t=0t=1
t=2 …. t= τ-2

t=τ-1 t=τ

 Seek a tighter control constraint set
such that

t=0
t=1

t=τ-1
t=τ+1

 Collision free from predicted reachable set of
intruder at all times
 The control set should be as large as
possible.

t=0
t=1

t=τ

t=τ-2
t=0t=1
t=2 ….

t= τ-2

t=τ-1 t=τ

t=τ+1

 Variation in the control set should be small
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Path Planning with Space and
Temporal Logic Constraints
• Problem: How to generate
trajectory/path based on temporal
specifications such as ordering,
repetition, safety?
• State of the art: motion planning with
temporal constraints without duration,
such as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL).
• Two methods for timed temporal logics,
such as Metric Temporal Logic(MTL):
– An optimization based method
– A timed-automata based method

Task: Always visiting
area a,b,c and stay there
for at least 2s. Always
avoiding obstacles
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Metric Temporal Logic (MTL)
and Time Constrained Task
Definition: The syntax of MTL12 (MITL13) formulas are
defined according to the following grammar rules:
𝜙 ∷= ⊤ 𝜋 ¬𝜙 𝜙 ∨ 𝜙 𝜙𝑈𝐼 𝜙
where 𝐼 ⊆ 0, ∞ is an interval with end points in ℕ ∪
∞ and the end points have to be distinct . 𝜋 ∈ Π is the
atomic proposition.
More sophisticated MTL (MITL) operators can be derived
using the grammar defined above; such as: always in 𝐼1 ≡⊥
𝑈𝐼1 , eventually always ◊𝐼1 □𝐼2 etc.
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Optimization Based Method

min
𝑢

Subject to

𝐽(𝑥 𝑡, 𝑢 , 𝑢(𝑡))
𝑥 𝑡 + 1 = 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥 𝑡 , 𝑢 𝑡 )
𝐱 𝑡0 ⊨ φ

Remarks:
The task φ may be a finite duration task within an
infinite time horizon task such as surveillance, periodic
tasks etc.
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Modification of Original
Problem into MILP
min

𝑢,𝑧0,…,𝑧𝑁∈ 0,1

Subject to

𝑝

𝐽(𝑥 𝑡, 𝑢 , 𝑢(𝑡))
𝑥 𝑡 + 1 = 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥 𝑡 , 𝑢 𝑡 )
𝐿 𝑥 𝑡 , 𝑧𝑡 , 𝑡 ≤ 0 ∀𝑡 ∈ 0, 𝑁

The timed temporal constraint 𝐱 𝐭𝟎 ⊨ 𝝋 can been converted into
the linear and integer constraints.

Remark:
If 𝐽(⋅,⋅) 𝑓 . , . , . are linear functions of 𝑥(𝑡) and
𝑢(𝑡), then entire problem will be a Mixed-Integer
Linear Optimization Problem.
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Results and Discussion
• Specification in MTL

• The resulting
trajectory for the
linearized quadrotor
dynamics, projected in
2D.

2D projection of the trajectory of the
quadrotor satisfying the task.
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Results and Discussion
• Specification in MTL

• 3D Trajectory
– The trajectory avoids
the obstacle region in
time and space
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Timed Automata Approach for
Manipulator planning with Metric
Interval Temporal Logic
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Time Constraints? Metric
Temporal Logic
• Manipulation Task:
Do not grasp until reaching the object position, eventually grasp the
object within [5,10] and always avoid obstacles

• MITL:
∅ = ¬ 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑝 ∪ 𝑝𝑜𝑠_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 ∧ ◊ 5,10 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑝 ∧ (□¬𝑝𝑜𝑠_ 𝑜𝑏𝑠 )

UPPAAL
MITL specifications
(Timed automata)

Model-Checking
Algorithm

Manipulator Model
(Timed automata)

The execution sequence satisfying the MITL formula is
synthesized using the UPPAAL verification tool
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Abstraction of the environment

Location States

Action States
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Agent Model in UPPAAL
• Clock constraints are not shown on the figures. We assume all
transitions take 1 second.

Each node is a location-action pair. Some transitions are not possible:
(pos0, hold)  (pos1, hold) or (pos0, move)  (pos0, move)
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Case Study
∅ = ¬ 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑝 ∪ 𝑝𝑜𝑠_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 ∧ ◊ 5,10 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑝 ∧ (□¬𝑝𝑜𝑠_ 𝑜𝑏𝑠 )
((pos_init, hold), t=0)
((pos_init, hold), t ∈ [0,1])
((pos_init, move), t ∈ [1,2])

((pos_object, move), t ∈ [2,3])
((pos_object, hold), t ∈ [3,4])

((pos_object, hold), t ∈ [4,5])
((pos_object, grasp), t ∈ [5,6])
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Model Monitor
• Desired execution sequence for grasping an object:
(pos_init, hold)  (pos_init, move)  (pos_object, move) (pos_object,
hold)  (pos_object, grasp)
• Execution sequence detected by model monitor:
(pos_init; hold)  (pos_init, grasp)  Error detected
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Hybrid Automaton Model
for Manipulator

• Hybrid automaton:
(1) Finite number of states
(2) Each state has continuous
dynamics
(3) The transition of the hybrid
automaton is determined by the
sensor inputs
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Monitor Automaton
●

Safety specification:
The manipulator should always stay stationary while grasping, until the
object is grasped firmly (Force sensor reading greater than 1N):
∅𝑚 = □ 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑝 → 𝑣 = 0

●

∪ (𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 > 1))

Monitor Automaton:

q0

q⊥

Neutral state
Bad state
Good state

(Force > 1)
(grasp) ∧
(v ==0) ∧
(Force < 1)

(grasp ) ∧
(v > 0) ∧
(Force < 1)
true

(Force > 1) ∨
(!grasp)

q1

(grasp) ∧
(v ==0) ∧
(Force < 1)

(v > 0) ∧
(Force < 1)
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Dexterous robotic hand grasping
with slippage detection, learning
and self-correction
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Haptic-Vision Dataset
Haptic-Vision Dataset:
● Collected synchronized haptic and
vision data for 80 experiments
● Haptic data is sampled at 100HZ
with five modalities
● Vision data with resolution 1080P
and 30fps framerate
● Slippage moment t* is labeled for
each experiment

(a) BioTac Sensor Schematic

(b) Electrodes Locations

Haptic data sensory modality

Sample vision data from experiment
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Demo: Grasping without
and with self-correction
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Optimization Based task planning
with space and time tolerances
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Space and Time Tolerances
in Task Planning
•

Tolerances are import factors
of the plan, runtime execution
may differ from planning.

•

Planned Path 2 is referred
over planned Path 1, since it
has a better space tolerance.

Path 1

Path 2
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Space and Time Tolerances in Task
Planning (Signal temporal Logic)
• all three signals are considered
as satisfying ◊[a,b] (x > 0) from t = 0 at
the same degree.
• For 𝜔2, the specification will be
violated if we disturb x a little
• For 𝜔3, the specification will be
violated if we shift the signal a little to
the right
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Space and Time Tolerances
in Task Planning
max
𝑢(𝑡)

Subject to

𝛼 𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝛽 𝑟𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒
𝑥 𝑡 + 1 = 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑥 𝑡 , 𝑢 𝑡 )
𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑢(𝑡) ≤ 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑿 𝑡0 ⊨ 𝜑

• 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the weighting coefficient and we
have 𝛼 + 𝛽 = 1
• We consider linear robot dynamics (for nonlinear
dynamics use linearization)
• The timed temporal constraint 𝐗 𝐭𝟎 ⊨ 𝝋 can be
converted into convex and integer constraints.
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Case Studies (via MIP)
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Self-Monitoring and
Self-Corrections
• Given reference inputs obtained in planning phase: Ur

• We are constantly evaluating whether the predicted
trajectory Xp still satisfies the given specification and
maintains a specific tolerance degree

• Xp is made of the trajectory we have observed so
far Xo and the resulting future trajectory with
reference input.
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Event-triggered MPC
• An event-triggered MPC is designed for runtime self-correction
• MPC will be triggered if
or

• MPC: solve the optimization problem with a horizon T, and
only apply the first control input

, 𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑢(𝑡) ≤ 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥
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Case Studies
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Case Studies
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Case Studies
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Composable Formal Models for
Safety in Autonomous Systems:
Safe Robot Navigation Under Temporal Constraints
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Motivation – Robot Navigation Requirements
Robot Navigation Requires
●

●

●

●

●

●

Temporal Constraints:
Navigation in Prescribed Time
Safety:
Collision Avoidance
Complex Planning Objectives:
Composition of Point-to-Point Planning Tasks
Real-Time Computation:
Avoid Complex Integer-Programming Optimization
High- & Low- Level Planning:
Simultaneously Tackle Motion Planning and Control of the Robot
Robustness & Adaptability
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Key Idea – Adaptive Controllers for Composable MITL Tasks
Navigation within time interval J

Collision-free navigation

Safe Navigation in Prescribed Time
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Hybrid Automata for Complex MITL Specifications (3)
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Problem description
• Mission: Any high-level assignment for UAVs
• Autonomous search and rescue and disaster relief
• Inspection tasks in complex workspaces

• Safety represented as:
• Finite time constraints
• Spatial constraints

• Objective: Safe, autonomous completion of the task
• Meet finite time constraints
• Avoid obstacles and collision with other UAVs

• Complexity of solution is important!
• Real-time solvable
• Onboard computable

A smart manufacturing factory is a perfect
example of a constrained and dynamic indoor
environment for safety such critical UAV missions.
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Method: Divide and conquer (1)
• Represent mission as Metric(/Signal) Temporal Logic Specification

• Represent system dynamics as a Hybrid model
• Systematically decompose mission specification into sub-tasks

Action!

• Represent action specifications as motion specifications
• Formulate optimal control problems for each sub-task

Motion!
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Method: Divide and conquer (2)
• Translate each sub-task specification to linear constraints

• Solve a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) for each sub-task

• Generate sub-optimal final trajectory by composing optimal sub-paths

Each colored segment represents the optimal trajectory resulting from solving a
MILP for its respective sub-task.
The complexity is still exponential, but because of reduction in “size” of the
parent problem, this approach is shown to be fast and scalable!
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Application of the method so far, and prospects

[1]: Fast, composable rescue mission planning
for UAVs using metric temporal logic (IFAC
World Congress 2020, to appear)

[2], [3]: Safe, composable mission planning for
UAV-based inspection tasks* (ICRA/RA-L &
ACC/CS-L, two papers to be submitted)

Current focus: (1) Incorporate safe learning for collaborative tasks between agents, (2) robustness analysis to
changes in environment, and (3) enable self-monitoring and self-correction during execution.
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*Joint work with ABB Corporate Research, US
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On-Going Applications
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Highway on-ramp merging control with V2X
information
Research Problem - Nilesh Suriyarachchi

Focus on the problem of highway on ramp merging with
cooperation and communication between vehicles and
infrastructure
Key Issues:
•

•
•
•

Overflow effect caused by merge delay in which outer
lanes of highway becomes congested
Delay caused in both merging traffic and highway traffic
Unfair allocation of merging rights (Varying priorities)
Fairness and robustness of algorithms under changing
traffic densities

Sensor suite:
•
•

Radar sensors, lidar sensors, odometry sensors and speed traps
V2I communication and V2V communication
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Integration of Ramp Metering Control and Route
Guidance Strategy for Beltway Networks Using
Model Predictive Control
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Car Overtake Problem
• Problem: Generation of trajectories and
control laws for the autonomous ego vehicle
to safely overtake a human-driven vehicle
travelling in the same direction while avoiding
the oncoming traffic in the adjacent lane
• Objective: Stochastic control formulation of
the problem employing metric temporal logic
constraints in order to satisfy the safety
guarantees
• Outcome: A robust and safe algorithm which
will be implemented and tested in a
simulation environment
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Autonomous Vehicle Parking Control

Key Research Aspects
•
Velocity control
•
•

•
•

Obstacle Avoidance with Neural Nets
Reverse Parking Logic Control
•
•
•

•

Dynamic velocity adjustment for obstacles
Velocity adjustment along curves

Importance of States
Transition Logic accuracy
Accuracy and repeatability of algorithm

Parking Spot Detection
•
•
•

Minimal cost/complexity solution
Robustness for dynamic environments
Noise rejection
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Autonomous Indoor Navigation using Visual
SLAM
GOAL: To perform robust, cost efficient autonomous navigation on off the shelf robotic
platforms using Visual SLAM
Key Research Aspects
•
Cloud based computing
•
•
•

•

Multiple sensor fusion
•
•
•

•

Reduces computation load in the robot
Can use low cost simple robotic platforms
Leverages 5G and advanced networking capabilities
Critical for dealing with multiple input data streams
Importance of time synchronization (Real-time applications)
Stabilized data frame output

Loomo

Visual feature-based localization
•
•
•

Graph SLAM optimization
Hardware and software upgrades for robustness
Multiple scenario testing
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Composable Autonomy and V&V for Distributed
Heterogenous Sensor Networks
• Objective:
• Develop a novel methodology for the modeling, design and V&V of distributed ISR
systems with heterogeneous sensors.
• Methodology will be implemented into a prototype Model Based Systems
Engineering (MBSE) framework for these systems.
• Such a rigorous MBSE methodology and framework for distributed sensor ISR
systems does not exist today.

• Tasks Description:
• Task 1: Select a small set of sensor types for the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
model. Develop simple performance models for the performance of each sensor
type in relation to the ISR use case.
• Task 2: Select a small number of sensors and a network architecture for modeling an
initial distributed sensor ISR system. Specify the performance metrics and
requirements.
• Task 3: Apply the new MBSE methodology to the resulting networked system.
Ensure that a simple executable simulation works. Model specifications using
metrics, constraints, contracts and timed automata as needed. Keep the overall
system simple as time is limited.
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(a) LIDAR

(i) UAV

(b) IRST

(c) RADAR

(ii) UGV
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Thank you!
baras@umd.edu
301-405-6606
https://johnbaras.com/

Questions?
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